E. PROTECT SHORING ASSEMBLY TRANSITION TO E. PROFORMANCE SHORING ASSEMBLY w/SIDE DRAIN

MAXIMUM GAP

REINFORCEMENT DETAIL
w/E. ROLL 30 MIL
w/E. POLY
w/E. ROLL 30 MIL

E. SPRAY 60 MIL
E. SHIELD 205B
E. SPRAY 80 MIL
E. BASE 205

BEGIN E. PROFORMANCE SHORING SYSTEM @ MINIMUM 1' BELOW TERMINATION OF E. PROTECT

TERMINATE E. PROTECT @ MINIMUM 2' ABOVE DESIGNED WATER TABLE

E. DRAIN
E. DRAIN DS12 CONINUOUS

DESIGN WATER TABLE

E. DRAIN

AS A SUPPLIER OF FINISHED PRODUCTS ONLY, EPRO SERVICES, INC. DOES NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS IN DESIGN, ENGINEERING OR DIMENSIONS. THE PROJECT TEAM MUST VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND SUITABILITY OF DETAILS. THE PRODUCTS LISTED ARE TRADEMARKS OF EPRO SERVICES, INC.